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1. Content
Abstract
Ignatian Pedagogy applied promotes a deep learning frame. This pedagogy linked with
Service Learning occurs into de Latin American Ignatian Leadership Program and its
community service project Luli en Servicio at Pontificia Universidad Católica del Ecuador.
¿What kind of correspondences it is possible to find in them?
This article studies fundamental links between a co-curricular experience al Luli en
Servicio is and Ignatian Pedagogy as a crucial and effective strategy to integral formation
of students throughout 2014-2020.
A brief approach of PLIUL in Latin America, and in PUCE, specifically. How is designed
Luli en Servicio under of Ignatian Pedagogy frame. Characteristics of a Ignatian ServiceLearning project as PLIUL´s one.
Lessons Learned and Improvement Opportunities make this reflection an authentic
pedagogical-Ignatian exercise for better integral formation impact.
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1.1. Description
The Association of Universities Entrusted to the Society of Jesus in Latin America
(AUSJAL) established the Latin American Ignatian Leadership Program - PLIUL1- in 2007
(AUSJAL, 2015). Nowadays, sixteen Jesuit universities in the region offer it to their
students -442 in 2019- (Goncalves Da Silva, 2020). Three of them are offer as curricular
courses2.
PLIUL develops three main competences: social and political sense; Ignatian leadership;
and Ignatian identity and Spirituality under the four cees (4 C´s + 1) (Betancourt et al.,
2019)
The Pontificia Universidad Católica del Ecuador began PLIUL in 2008. Identity and
Mission Direction offers this program as a 3 credit course equivalent to Personal and
Social and environmental Ethics (which is part of a core courses for all undergraduate
programs). Since then, 148 students have approved and received the AUSJAL certificate;
of these, 26 students are in the process of undergraduate final paper and the rest are
professionals who work at social sector mostly. In all cases, the AUSJAL certificate has
been an important milestone on their CV. LULI is highly valued as a substantial element
in their extracurricular experience throughout the university.
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Spanish acronym: PLIUL: Programa de Liderazgo Ignaciano Universitario Latinoamericano.
Alberto Hurtado University (Chile), Catholic University of Uruguay and PUCE.
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PLIUL in LATAM in 2019

Made by: PLIUL Coordination Assistant (Goncalves Da Silva, 2020)

However, an element of the PLIUL in PUCE constitutes the community service project: it
involves carrying out a service component and a learning experience completely
developed by the students. In the project students test the learnings developed from
the program and, with a range of autonomy in the management and decision-making,
and with the company of the teacher tutor, they take charge from scratch until the
rendering of accounts of the entire process. This takes between 10 and 14 months of
work. This article will explain the development of the experience between 2014 and
2020.
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1.2. Type of experience
Service and community learning.
1.3. Context in which was carry out
Luli in Service is the name that designates this experience of service and learning of
PLIUL that every year, towards the middle of the program, gradually enters the horizon
of those who carry out the program. In the second semester, which emphases and
requires the formulation of a project outline and the final decision-making regarding to
this initiative, the students have already experienced contact with reality itself through
the experience of insertions in a community.
These insertions, made in the first semester, are two. The first is a 3-day visit to a
marginal or rural community where dialogues and approaches are held with social actors
and their context. Students draw a map of actors and a narrative of semi-structured
conversations about the context of that reality. The second visit, carried out at the end
of the first semester, during vacation time. It is a service experience for one week in
contexts previously defined by the Local Implementation Team in classroom.
Educational support tasks and extracurricular activities. Collaboration in daily work
activities for subsistence: work on farms, private and / or community enterprises draw
all the repertoire of possibilities that students will take to this time.
The experience consists of a week of coexistence with families from the community, or
at least living in a shelter or facility to be able to live the day-to-day life of the same
community. This experience implies a coexistence among peers because the students
have to organize activities to ensure an efficient service experience and also a shared
experience of community coexistence: schedules are organized, they collaborate in the
preparation of food, household chores, times of sharing, preparation for the day to day,
pray, examine the day, play, among others. All this with the supervision and direction of
two companions: the coordinator and the facilitator.
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At the end of the insertion, there is a celebration to recognize hospitality and to assess
all the better knowledge about the community and its needs.
During the second semester, and after the main insertion experience, the frame of
reference will therefore be the future project developed by the students; this implies a
review of the lived experience, of the references known throughout the program -which
also include other places o activities with potential relationship in the service horizon
with3 the community. Students will take a part, very active part, of a project managed
by them from cero to an act of report the results, finance manage and all the
components of the initiative: an important experience that involves all the person of
every student commitment in it.
Through 2014 - 2020 the PLIUL-PUCE has been developing the implementation of
Community Service projects from a growing perspective of Service-Learning (early years,
from 2008 to 2013, were a volunteers initiatives).

The characteristics of this

methodology are:
•

To link with a community.

•

To cooperate into some solutions to community problems and to develop the
program (course) and others of a professional and social nature,

•

To reflect tasks and learnings which promote Metacognition and internalization
of x are essential axes of an experience of innovation and fully consistent with
Ignatian pedagogy.

1.4. Objectives and Methodology
•

To apply the learnings acquired in the program in a real service context, through
the realization of a community service project.

•

To establish a link with a community and develop a cooperative relationship
based on a service project during 8 to 14 months of intervention.

•

To activate as a work team for the development and management of the project
in company with the responsible teacher.
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University and Community turns into an Alliance of cooperation, service and learning together.
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•

To develop the sense of social responsibility of Ignatian and professional
leadership.

1.5. Results obtained
Throughout the years, the Luli in Service programs have worked on a several fronts and
initiatives. The territories have been located in three places that are:
•

Gualea (2014-2016): located at western foothills of the Andes (Metropolitan
District of Quito, nation capital).- https://goo.gl/maps/Cipi3CwjydZH3yiC8

•

Pompeya (2017): located at the gate of the Yasuní National Park (Orellana
province).- https://goo.gl/maps/mH1NQ5f3oQbAoMNd6

•

San Isidro (2018-2020): located in the ecuatorian coast of the Pacific Ocean
(Manabi province) https://goo.gl/maps/Mb2P774aSGE5R8S79

The next chart shows a resume of Luli in Service initiatives:

Table I. Time line of Luli en Servicio throughout 2014-2020

Class

Place

Work Lines

Impact

Students

PLIUL-

Community

PUCE

Partners

2014

Gualea

Community

Consolidation as a 13/1200

Tourism

tourist destination

and

in Quito.
2015

Gualea

Community

Consolidation of “El 14/1200

Tourism

Gualeanito”
Gualean

tourist
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neighbor
association.
2016

Gualea

Women

Women Group and 16/160
bakery impulse

Early Childhood
Elder Life Stories

Photographic
Museum.

2017

Pompeya
Yasuní

- Community

Strengthening the 14/600

Tourism

Paspanchu Tourism
Entrepreneurship

2018

San Isidro

Children

and Jóvenes

Adolescents
2019

San Isidro

Children

16/50

Involucrados
and Club deportivo

8/50

Adolescents
2020

San Isidro - Women

Leadership

13/1300

Quito
Teachers

MADLA (Más allá
de

las

aulas

Beyond

=
the

classrooms)
Conectivity

Internet

for

Pechichal

(IPP

acronym

in

Spanish)
Elder Life Stories

ELS transcripts

Luli Escucha (Luli All population
listen to)
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1.5.1. A brief narrative of each experience:
1.5.1.1. 2014: The project aimed to consolidate community tourism activity
by promoting the Gualea destination to PUCE students for
weekends or semesters. Students organize d promote Gualea
between their peers in the university. Budget: USD 7.000,00. Link:
https://www.facebook.com/ConoceGualea/photos/15329953202
78767
1.5.1.2. 2015: The project managed to consolidate the "El Gualeanito"
Association of neighbors with legal statute, its members organized
and they keep this association active. Its goal: to collaborate to
improve tourism, services, and selling strategies. This was the most
powerful goal gain by Luli. Budget: USD 8.000,00. Link:
https://www.facebook.com/ConoceGualea/photos/16861980449
58493
1.5.1.3. 2016: For the first time, Luli en Servicio decided to act on three lines
according with professional majors; these were the lines: A group
of women who tried a bakery venture. A photographical museum
with elder and colony people in that area; and a support, for a
month, to Early Childhood Center.
The bakery made no progress in that time, but finally began a year
and a half later with other members. The intervention with young
children for a month was successful in order to support teaching
didactics and ludic strategies in the classroom. The photographic
museum is still active. PLIUL changed this territory after an
earthquake took place in the coast region of the country. PLIUL
went as a volunteer team to build emergency housing for victims.
Budget: USD 4.000,00. Link:
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https://www.facebook.com/LiderazgoIgnacianoPUCE/photos/136
8625779841004
1.5.1.4.

2017: The strengthening of organizational capacities of the

Paspanchu Tourism Community Enterprise achieved its goals. It began
to attract more visitors and one of the alumni started a local
entrepreneurship as tourist operator with the community. Activities in
order to improve services to guest attention, gastronomy, business
management, First AID, customer service were very useful for
members of Paspanchu ECT. Due the remote geographical point there
Luli en Servicio did not return. As this project was executed, some
Service Learning criteria was incorporated to the program (course) like
Assets Mapping mixed with other that historically belongs to PLIUL like
active listening to, how to manage a conversation, assess mapping of
social an productive resources, time line of agriculture or holidays.
Also, PLIUL incorporate the ecological approach to the first
competence: social, political and environmental sense. Budget: USD
30.000,00. Link: https://www.facebook.com/pashpanchulodge
1.5.1.5. 2018: It was the 1st intervention in Manabí province, after a 2nd
insertion to collaborate in emergency houses for people that lost
theirs for the earthquake. The intervention in the summer time was
organized around extracurricular activities to redirect violent
reactions to frustration in children and adolescents. All under the
name: Young People Involved. Budget: USD 5,000.00 Link:
https://www.facebook.com/LiderazgoIgnacianoPUCE/photos/a.16
12274302142816/1612276498809263
1.5.1.6. 2019: The 2nd intervention took place as a Spor Club for children
and adolescent. Same objectives. Budget USD 4,000.00. Link:
https://www.facebook.com/LiderazgoIgnacianoPUCE/photos/142
5842114119370
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1.5.1.7. 2020: It was the 2nd time that Luli en Servicio choose to divide in
four lines linked with discipline emphasis. Budget USD 23,000.00
(+8,000.00 IPP –see below-)
•

Women: to empower the capacities of affirmation and presence
of women in the life of the community. Here participate students
from

Psychology

and

Sociology:

https://www.facebook.com/LiderazgoIgnacianoPUCE/videos/?vi
ew_public_for=362156963821229&ref=page_internal

•

Teachers training on Didactics and ESL: Hera participated students
fronm

psychology

and

International

Relations

as

well:

https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/18119014471149
753/
•

To transcript Life Stories of elder population as a way to keep their
community memories and history. Here are still working Sociology
Students: https://xn--raicesysueosdesanisidro-1hc.org/reunioncon-puce/?fbclid=IwAR0EBo6IxavyuxzKfRJ7Z

•

To connect a remote community to internet: This place is called
Pechichal (the name of a sour fruit): In this initiative have
participated Computer Science students, as a Psychology as well.
But there was a fundraising initiative in course –Internet for
Pechichal

IPP-

(Budget

USD

8,000.00).

Link:

https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/17862407588143
626/
•

Mental Health: a pre professional listening to for all population.
The

team

was

setting

by

Psychology

students:

https://www.facebook.com/lulisaludmental
In Luli en Servicio we recognize five phases:
a. Deliberation and option:
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It is resolved through a deliberative experience in the Ignatian style, deciding where the
greatest possible good will be done from the group's own capacities and potentialities,
both from professional profiles, knowledge among peers and their own support
networks, in which their peers in the group immediately count. Above, since they are a
privileged referent in as much as, at the time of the program of some, the experience of
the others is developed, who refer to it as one more of the service possibilities. Normally
they are taking the post from the last generation, following the purpose of an exercise
of continuity and sustainability.
b. Participative Assesstment and Planning
To make some contacts and conversations to asset how possible is the engagement
between University and Community. Community and Luli en servicio team searchs for
building a plan to improve o solve some need. In that relationship they active resources,
enthusiasm and tasks in order to complete every step to achieve the objectives.
c. Execution process
Luli en Servicio team must no learn how to understand community routines, as student
LS19-P-06 said: “It must to respect their codes and life styles. […] I do believe that
empathy is fundamental to work, to share and to generate links”
d. Process closure
It is important to close the process as a way to realize that project is end and students
can present goals to the community, and the community can share its impressions and
to evaluate the intervention.
e. Accountability and celebration
It is important to observe these criteria throughout the process and at the end. This
means an ethical and proper way to close and evaluate the entire project. In the end, a
significant symbolic act that recognizes the relationships between people.
1.6. Lessons Learned
1.6.1. From students
a) Luli has an interdisciplinary condition that let the team gain in strengthens.
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b) To engage with children and young people easier than teachers did.
c)

It is important let the students a range to decision making, manage and

d) It is important that students have a margin of decision-making and assume
various roles to test their criteria of relevance, professionalism and identity.
Fundraising, accountability, management with territorial actors is valuable to
assume. Luli en Servicio gives this opportunity to make a decision from values,
convictions and authentic options of its participants, as student said: “I feel
motivated to keep in service” (Jose Santiago Andrade-Zapata, 2020)
e) It is possible to realize personal and professional experience as case student said:
“From the point of view of Psychology, I can realize how necessary it is to know
the theories of Learning, how to manage a group, know how to act with
assertiveness to all and notice from a critical conscience all context to better
understand avoid going to extremes to analyze everything because this can
become a block to adapt to the community” 4(José Santiago Andrade-Zapata,
2021).
1.6.2. From community partners
a) To understand the community Ethos.
b) To engage with children and young people easier than teachers did.
c) It is important let the students a range to decision making, manage and
d) It is important that students have a margin of decision-making and assume
various roles to test their criteria
1.6.3. From Implementation process
a) To understand the community Ethos.
b) To engage with children and young people easier than teachers did.
c) It is important let the students a range to decision making, manage and
d) It is important that students have a margin of decision-making and assume
various roles to test their criteria about communications, social media and
networks and financial management.

Desde el ámbito de la Psicología pude observar lo necesario que es conocer teorías de
aprendizaje, saber manejar un grupo, desenvolverse con asertividad hacia todos y
poder observar con ojo crítico el entorno para que se comprenda mejor, sin llegar al
extremo de analizarlo todo ya que eso no ayudaría en la adaptación a la comunidad”
4
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e) Companion process is substantial to get que goals and objectives of projects, but
the learning process, mostly.
f) Ignatian Pause (Pausa Ignaciana) corresponds to particular and daily examen.
(Ignatius Of Loyola, n.d.)
g) PLIUL and its project Luli en Servicio are a good example of Learning based in
experience; this experience is a service to a Community(Dewey, 1938).

1.7. Opportunities for improvement
1.7.1. To students experience
a) To introduce ITC applications, sites and digital resources.
b) To be close to peers from another places and initiatives.
1.7.2. To Community partners
a)

To understand the community Ethos.

b) To engage with children and young people easier than teachers did.
c)

It is important let the students a range to decision making, manage and

d) It is important that students have a margin of decision-making and assume
various roles to test their criteria
1.7.3. To Implementation process
a) To research about service-learning approach in order to know impact of projects.
b) To know that this way to work SL in PLIUL is co-curricular (Opazo, 2015); this
means that the Service Community Project is a challenge to development .
c) More emphasis in evaluation of learnings as the results of project as well.
At the end of the day, Luli en Servicio as the PLIUL are both substantial experiences that
match with Ignatian Pedagogy (Compañía de Jesús, 1993), because turns its five
components into a sequence and dimensions that have correspondences in between:
Luli en Servicio as SL experience into Ignatian Pedagogy frame
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Evaluation

Context

• Accountabililty Ignatian Pause

• Meeting UniversityComunities

Action

Experience

• Luli in Service

• Insertions and Luli
en Servicio

Reflection
• Ignatian Pause /
Daylies
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